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       gentlemen.1

               Please give me about seven minutes to ten2

       minutes or so to review these notes, excuse3

       myself. I'll be back in the courtroom, let's4

       make it right at 11:30, and hopefully I'll be5

       able to give you my thoughts at that point.6

       So we'll be off record.7

       (Off record)8

       (Off-record comments)9

             THE COURT: All right. We're back on10

       record, and everyone that should be here is11

       here.12

               Mr. Barnhill, you're still here?13

             MR. BARNHILL: Yes, Your Honor.14

             THE COURT: All right. Thank you.15

               First of all, I want to thank the16

       parties, and especially counsel, for your17

       excellent briefing on this issue. And I've18

       got to say to anyone in the audience that's19

       interested. If you want to get a real20

       experience of seeing how excellent lawyers21

       will brief issues that are very interesting22

       and have a lot to say about how in Alaska23

       matters of elections and recalls are dealt24

       with and thought about, I really commend to25
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       you that you might take a look at the briefs1

       and the argument that the counsel has put2

       together. A-plus gentlemen, and ma'am.3

               And also, I want to thank counsel for4

       taking time right immediately before the5

       Christmas holiday, and again between Christmas6

       and New Year's, for putting these briefs7

       together on an expedited basis. I know that8

       this worked a hardship in your personal lives9

       and probably in your professional lives. And10

       under the circumstances, again, you did an11

       excellent job and I appreciate that and I12

       thank you.13

             MR. JACOBUS: Thank you, Your Honor.14

             THE COURT: All right. The court finds15

       that the proposed petition as a whole fails to16

       allege sufficient facts with particularity17

       regarding Senator Stevens' alleged conduct in18

       office, conduct as a legislator that violates19

       any law, much less the Legislative Ethics Act20

       or other anti-corruption statutes, Alaska law,21

       or the Alaska Constitution, such as to make22

       out a prima facie case of corruption in office23

       or lack of fitness.24

               The only issue that the court is asked to25
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       review today is the question "is the petition1

       substantially in proper form." That is, does2

       it describe grounds for recall with sufficient3

       particularity; and if so, do the alleged facts4

       make a prima facie case for lack of fitness or5

       corruption. And as I've just indicated, my6

       answer to that question is no.7

               Not at issue are the other technical8

       requirements for persons in the plaintiff's9

       position seeking to get a petition for recall10

       on the ballot. In other words, the issues of11

       the name and office of the recall target, the12

       required information regarding qualified13

       voters, the required information regarding the14

       recall committee; none of those things are in15

       issue.16

               My decision is guided strictly by the17

       statutes that are pertinent here, the Alaska18

       Constitution itself, and the two cases that19

       we've all referred to. I have not reached my20

       decision with reference to any of the21

       extraneous information that's been provided by22

       any of the parties. There's been no motion to23

       strike any of that material, and obviously I'm24

       not going to strike it; it can remain as part25
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       of the record for appellate review.1

               The principle statutes are as follows:2

       Section 15.45.500 of the Alaska Statutes3

       pertains to the form of the application for4

       recall petition. And it says in pertinent5

       part, "The application must include the6

       grounds for recall described in particular in7

       not more than 200 words." And if this statute8

       has any meaning at all, the phrase "described9

       in particular" is something that the court is10

       required to consider as it reviews the 20011

       words or less in any given petition.12

               Section 15.45.510, grounds for recall,13

       state: "The grounds for recall are (1) lack14

       of fitness, (2) incompetence, (3), neglect of15

       duties, or (4) corruption." The statutes do16

       not define these particular grounds. There17

       are no regulations that define these grounds,18

       so the court looks to definitions that are19

       proposed by or used by the parties, and that's20

       certainly what I have done today.21

               The grounds in this case, or the22

       definitions, I should say, were taken from a23

       prior case, the Valley Citizens case24

       previously referred to, or Valley Residents, I25
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       should say. In there, the parties defined1

       lack of fitness to be "unsuitability for2

       office demonstrated by specific facts related3

       to the recall target's conduct in office."4

               And again, as I look at this, I'm mindful5

       that specific facts need to be alleged that6

       relate to the recall target's conduct in7

       office, not his conduct generally, not8

       necessarily his conduct in other contexts, but9

       his conduct in office.10

               Corruption was defined in Valley11

       Residents and by the parties in this case.12

       "Corruption, in the context of recall of a13

       legislator means, 1, intentional conduct; 2,14

       motivated by private self-interest; 3, in the15

       performance of work as a legislator; and 4,16

       that violates one or more provisions of the17

       Legislative Ethics Act, or other statutes18

       intended to guard against corruption."19

               And again, I am drawn to the phrase20

       "intentional conduct in the performance of21

       work as a legislator."22

               And then finally, Alaska Statute23

       15.45.550 refers to the basis of denial of24

       certification by the director of the Division25
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       of Elections. And this says, in part, "The1

       director shall deny certification upon2

       determining that the application is not3

       substantially in the required form."4

               And "in the required form" goes to the5

       question of whether or not under the language6

       in law set out by the Alaska Supreme Court in7

       the Meiners case and also in the Von8

       Stauffenberg case, whether or not there are9

       sufficient facts alleged with particularity10

       pertaining to the recall target's conduct as a11

       legislator that then would make out a prima12

       facie case indicating that either a lack of13

       fitness is demonstrated or corruption is14

       demonstrated. And the court does not, and I15

       have not and I will not make any finding or16

       offer any thought whatever on whether the17

       allegations contained in the petition are true18

       or not, because as Mr. Jacobus has very19

       correctly argued, that's a matter ultimately20

       for the voters.21

               The following principles I think are true22

       and are important in my decision. First, the23

       Alaska legislature is a citizen legislature.24

       And for an interesting review of argument on25
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       that, I would commend to anyone who is1

       interested, the amicus curiae's brief on that2

       point, and also the resources or sources of3

       information that were cited in that brief.4

               Second, legislators are expected and5

       permitted to work and earn their living, and6

       of necessity most of them are going to work7

       for private employers, whether it's themselves8

       or someone else.9

               Third, it is not presently unlawful for a10

       legislator to work as a consultant.11

               Fourth, it's not presently unlawful for a12

       legislator to work as a consultant even for a13

       politically involved entity, such as VECO is14

       alleged to be.15

               Now I would say by way of comment with16

       respect to these last two principles, these17

       are public policy issues that are expressly18

       delegated by the Alaska Constitution to the19

       legislature. In other words, the constitution20

       expressly states that the legislature is the21

       body that's going to ultimately be responsible22

       for determining what is and is not unlawful or23

       what is or is not proper for an individual24

       legislator to do, in terms of what an25
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       appropriate grounds of recall is going to be.1

               That was debated extensively by the2

       constitutional convention. The argument went3

       back and forth. Some members of the4

       convention argue that there should be no5

       grounds whatever and it should be left up6

       specifically to the citizens just to say, you7

       know, we don't like this person, for whatever8

       reason, and we would like to have this person9

       submit to a recall. Other members of the10

       convention wanted to have very specific and11

       very legalistic and limiting terms. And12

       ultimately, as the Supreme Court recited in13

       the Meiners case, Alaska has taken a14

       middle-of-the-road approach here rejecting15

       both ends of those spectrum.16

               These issues are also political issues17

       which Alaska citizens through either voting,18

       through the nomination process, through the19

       primary process, were ultimately, potentially20

       through the initiative process, may have some21

       voice in. But again, it's not for the courts22

       here under strict separation of powers23

       analysis to sit here and make determinations24

       whether it's unlawful or not for legislators25
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       to work for consultants -- as consultants for1

       politically involved companies. As we sit2

       here today, that's a perfectly legal conduct.3

               The Alaska Constitution does not require4

       legislators to seek highest possible payment5

       for Alaska resources. To the extent that that6

       particular sentence in the petition is7

       pertinent to my decision, that's a statement8

       of law, and I would conclude that that's not9

       appropriate to send on to voters. That's10

       something that the court is required to pass11

       on.12

               In essence, as you analyze statements in13

       a petition, if you have a statement that says14

       something to the effect of A did B, or A did B15

       for C reasons, those are statements of fact.16

       And you get things like that, the court17

       doesn't pass on that. Those statements of18

       fact as a general principle go to the voters19

       to determine whether those are true or not,20

       whether the voters want to rely on those21

       allegations to recall a particular22

       officeholder.23

               On the other hand, in a petition if24

       there's a statement in the form of X is25
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       illegal where the constitution or some state1

       law prohibits Y, those are statements of law,2

       and that's appropriate for the court, and3

       indeed it's my duty, to evaluate those and to4

       determine whether or not those are true and5

       accurate statements of law.6

               If they are not, I think under the7

       Von Stauffenberg case and under the Meiners8

       case, it's my duty to conclude that those do9

       not in and of themselves assert valid legal10

       grounds and at the least those should be11

       stricken.12

               To the extent that there are mixed13

       questions of fact and law, A did B, which is14

       illegal, then the validity of that statement15

       in part turns on whether the statement of law16

       is valid or not. And if it's not, it gets17

       stricken. And it also depends in part on18

       whether the facts as alleged are specific19

       enough or particular enough to create a20

       statement that's sufficient to go to the21

       voters.22

               It's not my role as the court to, with a23

       hypercritical analysis, determine whether or24

       not particular statements of fact are25
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       sufficient or not. But on the other hand, if1

       the statutes that I have previously referred2

       to and if the Supreme Court in Meiners and3

       Von Stauffenberg mean anything, these things4

       mean that a court is required to make at least5

       a threshold determination as to whether what6

       has been alleged is factually specific enough.7

               And as I have indicated in this petition,8

       reading each one of these sentences and each9

       one of these paragraphs individually and10

       reading them all as a whole, I find that they11

       are not.12

               In essence, this petition alleges that13

       Senator Stevens, to the extent that the14

       petition actually refers to conduct by Senator15

       Stevens, and much of the petition does not, it16

       refers to conduct by VECO and conduct by17

       voters. But in any event, to the extent that18

       it refers to conduct by Senator Stevens, it19

       does not allege conduct which is legally20

       sufficient to make a prima facie case for lack21

       of fitness or for corruption.22

               I would also note that another principle23

       is the Alaska Constitution does not prohibit24

       the legislature from using Permanent Fund25
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       earnings per se to fund government. To the1

       extent that there is a factual allegation that2

       Senator Stevens on behalf of VECO advocated3

       that particular position, that if true in and4

       of itself does not amount to illegal or5

       corrupt or unfit activity.6

               It is not unlawful for a legislator to7

       consult for a company which seeks to extract8

       Alaska resources for as little as possible,9

       assuming arguendo that this allegation is10

       true.11

               As a matter of law, it is not necessarily12

       true that, quote, contracting to advocate the13

       position of two clients on matters of each14

       client's mutually shared but conflicting15

       interest is generally considered fraudulent16

       and corrupt, closed quote.17

               I would take this particular statement as18

       being a mixed question of law and fact. And19

       to the extent that it might be legally20

       accurate, factually accurate, that just21

       highlights the need for particularity and for22

       specificity and facts. This is a legal23

       proposition which is heavily fact dependent.24

               In some circumstances the court can think25
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       of cases where it might be true that1

       contracting to advocate the position of two2

       clients on matters of each client's mutually3

       shared but conflicting interest may be4

       considered to be fraudulent and corrupt. On5

       the other hand, I can think of circumstances6

       where it wouldn't be. And in fairness to the7

       voters, and in fairness to the recall target,8

       I think it's important that the principle laid9

       down in Von Stauffenberg, that there be10

       specific facts alleged, needs to be followed.11

               Mr. Spaan, would you approach the bench,12

       please.13

             MR. SPAAN: Yes, sir.14

             THE COURT: I am not a doctor and I give15

       you no warranties, but these things work.16

             MR. SPAAN: Thank you.17

             THE COURT: You're welcome.18

               All right. Recall advocates must allege19

       more than mere conclusory statements or20

       arguments, otherwise our recall process drifts21

       to the end of the spectrum where simple22

       disagreement with an officeholder's position23

       on questions of policy becomes sufficient24

       ground in and of themselves. And Meiners at25
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       page 294 supports that proposition.1

               The bottom line standard, looking at both2

       Von Stauffenberg at pages 1059 and 1060, and3

       also the Meiners case, the court takes the4

       facts as alleged as true, but then determines5

       whether such facts constitute a prima facie6

       case of lack of fitness or corruption.7

               If the petition alleges violation of8

       nonexistent Alaska law, whether it's statutory9

       law or common law, then it is legally10

       insufficient. And I have concluded that that11

       in part is the case with this petition.12

               If the petition alleges -- if the13

       petition's allegations fail to state why the14

       alleged conduct violates Alaska law, the15

       petition lacks sufficient factual16

       particularity. And that is the specific17

       holding in Von Stauffenberg as well. If18

       either of these shortcomings exist, then the19

       director of the Division of Elections was20

       correct in concluding the petition was not in21

       its proper form.22

               And I would note in passing that there is23

       no allegation in the petition, nor do I think24

       that there's any fair basis or reasonable25
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       basis to infer from what is in the petition,1

       that Senator Stevens in his conduct as a2

       legislator introduced any particular3

       legislation that would demonstrate grounds of4

       unfitness or corruption, nor did he -- nor is5

       it alleged that he voted for any particular6

       legislation, nor is there an allegation7

       showing specific conduct by Senator Stevens as8

       a legislator which in fact created the9

       conflict of interest.10

               And in this regard, I would say and adopt11

       by reference that I am persuaded by12

       Mr. Barnhill's and the State of Alaska's13

       argument distinguishing the difference between14

       a potential conflict of interest which often,15

       if not always, is present, and crossing the16

       line into an actual conflict of interest,17

       which is what the Legislative Ethics Act and18

       other pieces of legislation and principles of19

       legislative ethics are designed to protect20

       against and punish if there's transgression.21

               In the plaintiff's response to the brief22

       of the amicus curiae, they suggest that the23

       petition alleges that Senator Stevens violated24

       Alaska Statute 24.60.100, which provides in a25
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       nutshell that a legislator who represents1

       another person for compensation before an2

       agency of the State shall disclose the name of3

       the person represented subject matter,4

       et cetera.5

               There is nothing that the court can see6

       in looking at the four corners of the petition7

       or even making good faith efforts to try to8

       parse out some reasonable inference that this9

       particular allegation is part and parcel of10

       that petition. I do not see it.11

               And indeed, you know, Mr. Spaan made the12

       point that he could craft a more specific and13

       acceptable petition, except that he's not14

       going to. Neither is the court. But, you15

       know, the fact that this language is, you16

       know, fairly clearly brought forward in the17

       petitioner -- or in the plaintiff's response,18

       demonstrates how easy it would be to make19

       these kinds of allegations.20

               The plaintiffs also allege a violation of21

       24.60.070, which requires a disclosure of22

       close economic associations involving a23

       substantial financial matter. And again, I24

       see nothing in the petition that touches on25
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       that. And I think that Mr. Jacobus properly1

       and candidly and commendably agreed that those2

       particular allegations involving the3

       disclosure issues are not part and parcel of4

       the petition that's before the court in this5

       case.6

               For all of these reasons, the plaintiff's7

       motion for declaratory and injunctive relief8

       is denied. Or in the alternative, I think as9

       Mr. Jacobus correctly also indicated, you10

       know, treating his motion as a motion for11

       summary judgment, that's denied. The State of12

       Alaska's cross-motion for summary judgment is13

       granted. And the intervenor's motion for14

       summary judgment is granted.15

               I'm not sure it's necessary for me to do16

       this, but in the event that it is, if any17

       party thinks it's necessary, I will orally and18

       immediately issue an Alaska Civil Rule 54(b)19

       final judgment at this point, so that any20

       party who wishes may begin the process to21

       start an immediate appeal to the Alaska22

       Supreme Court.23

               Again, I want to thank counsel and the24

       parties for your participation and your25
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       excellent argument and your patience as we go1

       through this today.2

               It would not be my intent, unless I'm3

       persuaded otherwise, to prepare extended4

       written findings of facts and conclusions of5

       law. I think I've given you a general outline6

       of what my thinking is sufficient to bring7

       this to the Alaska Supreme Court if you need8

       to or wish to. However, if any party wants me9

       to consider and sign written findings and10

       conclusions, I'm not going to prohibit any11

       party from submitting them to me. And of12

       course, other parties can have an opportunity13

       to review those in advance and object to them14

       if they wish.15

               All right.16

             MR. JACOBUS: Your Honor? I'm sorry.17

             THE COURT: Yes, Mr. Jacobus.18

             MR. JACOBUS: We would not propose19

       submitting any additional documents because20

       what this court has said on the record here is21

       sufficient, but we would ask for a 54(b)22

       judgment in order not to delay proceedings.23

             THE COURT: All right.24

             MR. JACOBUS: Thank you, Your Honor.25
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             THE COURT: If you fax me one today, I'll1

       sign it.2

             MR. JACOBUS: Yes, Your Honor.3

             THE COURT: All right. Thank you,4

       Mr. Jacobus.5

               Mr. Barnhill, is there anything else that6

       we need to attend to today?7

             MR. BARNHILL: No, Your Honor. Thank8

       you.9

             THE COURT: You're welcome.10

               Mr. Spaan?11

             MR. SPAAN: No, Your Honor. Thank you12

       very much.13

             THE COURT: All right. You're very14

       welcome everybody.15

               We'll be off record.16

             THE CLERK: Please rise. Court is in17

       recess.18

11:50:3419

       (End of recording)20

                                  -oOo-21

22

23

24

25
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